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fiber connector for connecting a plurality of optical
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optical fiber holders for receiving and holding a
plurality of optical fibers. Optical fiber connectors

are used for connecting one optical fiber to another.
The connectors generally include a precision ferrule
to align and receive the end portions of two optical
fibers to be joined. The present invention provides

an optical fiber connector with a plurality of
precision ferrule holders for receiving and holding a

plurality of optical fibers. At least two of the
precision ferrule holders are mounted on a support

member. Advantageously, the precision ferrule
holder design of the present invention facilitates the

insertion of an optical fiber end portion into the
precision ferrule holder while the precision ferrule

holder is mounted on the support member. In a
preferred embodiment, the precision ferrule holder
design of the present invention eliminates the need
for threading the optical fiber end portions in the
holders. The precision ferrule holder design of the
present invention generally includes a slotted inner

housing, a mandrel, a precision ferrule with a ferrule
slit formed in it, and a slotted outer housing. The
outer housing has outer slots formed therein for
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receiving the slotted inner housing. The inner
housing is retained in the outer housing by a friction

fit. The inner housing defines a plurality of fiber
receiving slots. The ferrule slit is positioned at the

front of the ferrule and extends longitudinally from
the front of the ferrule over the backside of the

ferrule. The precision ferrule is positioned within the
ferrule 3e33713323
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